Atomic properties of the 24 low-lying ns, npj, ndj , nfj , and ngj states in Th IV ion are calculated using the high-precision relativistic all-order method where all single, double, and partial triple excitations of the Dirac-Fock wave functions are included to all orders of perturbation theory. Recommended values are provided for a large number of electric-dipole matrix elements, oscillator strengths, transition rates, and lifetimes. Scalar polarizabilities of the ground and six excited states (5fj , 6dj , 7pj, and 7s ), and tensor polarizabilities of the 5fj , 6dj , 7p 3/2 states of Th IV are evaluated. The uncertainties of the recommended values are estimated. These calculations provide recommended values critically evaluated for their accuracy for a number of Th IV atomic properties for use in theoretical modeling as well as planning and analysis of various experiments including development of ultra precise nuclear clock and RESIS studies of actinide ions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The 229 Th nuclear excitation energy of a few eV [1, 2] presents remarkable opportunity to develop an ultraprecise clock bases on this very narrow nuclear transition [3] [4] [5] . This transition was also proposed [6] for the laboratory search for variation of the fine structure constant and the dimensionless strong interaction parameter m q /Λ QCD due to estimated 5-6 orders of magnitude enhancement. The energy splittings of the ground and excited states of the nuclei are generally much larger and are not accessible with laser spectroscopy. In 2009, laser cooling of the 229 Th 3+ was reported by Campbell et al. [4] . This was the first demonstration of laser cooling of a multiply-charged ion. Laser-cooled Wigner crystals 229 Th 3+ were produce in a linear Paul trap [4] . These experimental advances opened an avenue for excitation of the nuclear transition in a trapped, cold 229 Th 3+ ion that may lead to a new levels of metrological precision [4, 5, 7] .
While the clock based of ultraviolet 229 Th nuclear transition can be designed with various Th ions, Th 3+ is particularly attractive due to its simples electronic structure of one valence electron above the closed [Rn]=[Xe]4f 14 5d 10 6s 2 6p 6 core. The transition probability of the Th 229 nucleus from its lowest-energy isomeric states to the ground state due to the electronic bridge process was evaluated in [8] . Implementation of the electronic bridge process will require good understanding of Th 3+ atomic properties, including matrix elements of the electric-dipole and hyperfine operators. A single-ion nuclear clock based of the stretched states within the 5f 5/2 electronic ground states of both nuclear isomeric and ground manifolds was recently proposed in [5] .
The hyperfine A and B constants for the 5f 5/2 , 5f 7/2 , 6d 3/2 , and 6d 5/2 states were recently measured allowing to determine nuclear electric-quadrupole moment Q = 3.11 (16) eb [7] . Accurate measurement of the hyperfine constants, combined with precision theoretical calculations may be used to produce more accurate determination of the 229 Th nuclear magnetic moment, which is presently known to about 10% [9] . The relative isotope shifts with respect to 232 Th 3+ were measured for three 5f − 6d transitions [7] . The 717-nm electric quadrupole transition was observed in [10] ; the 6d 3/2 − 7s transition frequency and the lifetime of the metastable 7s level were measured to be 417845964(30) MHz and 0.60(7) s, respectively.
In 2011, binding energies of high-L Rydberg states (L ≥ 7) of Th 2+ with n = 27 − 29 were studied using the resonant excitation Stark ionization spectroscopy (RE-SIS) method [11] . Analysis of the observed RESIS spectra led to determination of five properties of the Th 3+ ion: its electric quadrupole moment, adiabatic scalar and tensor dipole polarizabilities, and the dipole matrix elements connecting the ground 5f 5/2 level to the low-lying 6d 3/2 and 6d 5/2 levels.
The optical spectroscopy has been reported for Th 3+ [12] , determining the relative positions of the lowest 24 levels, but most Th 3+ properties of even low-lying levels are not known experimentally.
Recently, oscillator strengths and transition rates were reported by Safronova et al. [13, 14] , Migdalek et al. [15] , and Biémont et al. [16] . The pseudo-relativistic HartreeFock (HFR+CP) method including core-polarization effects was used in Ref. [16] to evaluate oscillator strengths and transition rates for the 76 transitions in Th 3+ ion [16] . Dirac-Fock + core-polarization approximation, where core-valence electron correlations were treated in a semiclassical core-polarization picture, was used to evaluate properties of 20 E1 transitions in Th IV in Ref. [15] . Excitation energies, reduced matrix elements, oscilla-tor strengths, transition rates, scalar and tensor ground states polarizabilities, and lifetimes for a large number of levels were calculated in [14] using the third-order manybody perturbation theory (MBPT) and single-double (SD) all-order methods.
Accurate calculations of Th
3+ atomic properties are difficult. While it is a Fr-like ion, its level structure is different from both Fr and Ra + , which both have 7s ground state. Th 3+ ground state is 5f 5/2 causing further difficulties in the accurate calculation of its properties not present in either Fr or Ra + . Moreover, Th
3+
is sufficiently multicharged to make Breit contributions significant. Most of theoretical and experimental highprecision studies involved ns, np, and nd levels resulting in lack of benchmarks for nf state properties in other systems that may be used to further improve ab initio calculations. The study of the electronic bridge process [8] noted rather poor agreement of theoretical and experimental energies.
Therefore, we calculate properties of Th 3+ ion by several different approaches to study the correlation contributions to various properties to evaluate accuracy of our calculations and to provide a pathway to further improvement in theoretical understanding of this ion. Due to above noted interesting applications, Th 3+ also represent an excellent benchmark for further development of high-precision methodologies of very heavy ions.
In the present work, we evaluated all properties using both SD and single-double partial triple (SDpT) allorder methods as well as carried out additional scaling to evaluate dominate missing correlation corrections and evaluate uncertainties of our calculations. The SD and SDpT methods and their application were discussed in a review [17] and references therein. Energies and lifetimes are calculated for the ns (n = 7 − 10), np (n = 7 − 8), nd (n = 6 − 8), nf (n = 5 − 7), and ng (n = 5 − 6) states. Reduced matrix elements, oscillator strengths, and transition rates are calculated for allowed electricdipole transitions between these states. Scalar polarizabilities of the seven first 5f j , 6d j , 7p j , and 7s states, and tensor polarizabilities of the 5f j , 6d j , and 7p 3/2 states of Th 3+ are evaluated. Particular care was taken to accurately treat contributions from highly-excited states. The present calculation of the transition rates, lifetimes, and polarizabilities required accurate representation of rather highly excited states, such as 7l j , leading to the use of the large R = 100 a.u. cavity for the generation of the finite B-spline basis set [18] and higher number of splines N=70 to produce high-accuracy single-particle orbitals. The methods for evaluating the uncertainties of theoretical values calculated in the framework of the allorder approach are discussed. The calculation of uncertainties involved estimation of missing high-order effects and ab initio calculations in different approximations to establish the size of the higher-order corrections and to approximate missing contributions.
II. ENERGY LEVELS AND TRANSITION PROPERTIES A. Energy levels
The calculation of energies in Th 3+ was discussed in detail by Safronova et al. [14] where the third-order relativistic many-body perturbation theory (RMBPT) and all-order SD energies were presented. The third-order RMBPT approximation includes the second-order and third-order part of the correlation energies. The allorder SD approximation includes the second-order and the single-double part of the higher-order correlation energies. However, it is missing the part of the third-order contribution E (3) extra . The additional third-order contribution to the energies was added in [14] using a separate calculation. The inclusion of the partial triple-excitations terms via the SDpT method described in [17] and implemented in the present work automatically includes the missing third-order energy. The data in [14] show extremely large contributions of the correlation corrections into the energy values. In fact, the lowest-order DiracFock calculation gives 6d 3/2 ground state instead of the 5f 5/2 state. We find that triple excitations beyond the third-order term E (3) extra are very large, 3-5% of the total correlation correction. For example, the difference of the correlation correction to the ionization potential calculated in the SD approximation + E (3) extra term and the SDpT value is 1200 cm −1 . Based on the size of all other corrections and experimental values, we estimate that the omitted triple and higher effects for the 5f and 6d state are on the order of already included triple excitations, which is reasonable expectation of the accuracy in this case. The relative contribution of the correlations is substantially higher (by at least a factor of two) for the 5f states than for all other states exacerbating the problem for the transition energies. Therefore, full inclusion of the triple excitations, and most likely an estimate of the higher excitations would be required for accurate description of the energy levels differences with the ground state owing to significant imbalance of the correlation contribution between the ground state and all other states except 5f 7/2 . Our values for the fine structure 5f 5/2 − 5f 7/2 interval, 4165 cm −1 is in good agreement with experiment, 4325 cm −1 . We included the Breit interaction on the same footing as the Coulomb interaction in the basis set, which incorporates high-order Breit effects. The Breit interaction was included to second order in [14] , which significantly overestimates its correction. We also note that inclusion of the higher partial waves with l > 6 is very important for accurate description of the 5f states. The contribution of l > 6 is on the order of 1000 cm −1 for the 5f states and 250 − 300 cm −1 for the 6d states. We use experimental energy intervals in calculation of all transitions properties and polarizabilities below, where available. In Table I , we list our recommended values for E1 n ′ p − ns, nd − n ′ p, nd − n ′ f , and ng − n ′ f transitions. We note that we have calculated about 80 E1 matrix elements to consider all dipole transitions between ns, np, n ′ d, n ′′ f , and n ′′ g states with n = 7 − 10, n ′ = 6 − 8, and n ′′ = 5 − 7. We refer to these values as the "best set" of the matrix elements. We list only the matrix elements that give significant contributions to the atomic properties calculated in the other sections. To evaluate the uncertainties of these values, we carried out several cal-culations in different approximations. To demonstrate the size of the second, third, and higher-order correlation corrections, we list the lowest-order Dirac-Fock (DF) Z DF , second-order Z (DF+2) , and third-order Z
values in the first three numerical columns of Table I .
The absolute values in atomic units (a 0 e) are given in all cases. The third-order MBPT calculations are carried out following the method described in Ref. [19] . The Z (DF+2) values are obtained as the sum of the secondorder correlation correction Z (2) and the DF matrix elements Z DF . The third-order matrix elements Z (DF+2+3)
include the DF values, the second-order Z (2) results, and the third-order Z (3) correlation correction. Z (3) includes random-phase-approximation terms (RPA) iterated to all orders, Brueckner orbital (BO) corrections, the structural radiation, and normalization terms (see [19] for definition of these terms). Next four columns give the results of four different all-order calculations. Ab initio electric-dipole matrix elements evaluated in the all-order SD (single-double) and SDpT approximations (singledouble all-order method including partial triple excitations [20] ) are given in columns labeled Z SD and Z
SDpT
of Table I . The SD and SDpT matrix elements Z SD include Z (3) completely, along with important fourth-and higher-order corrections. Difference between the Z SD and Z SDpT values is about 0.2 % -2 %, i.e. the effect of the triple excitations on the values of matrix elements is significantly smaller than for the energies.
The last column of Table I gives relative uncertainties of the final values Z final in %. We use two different methods for the estimation of the uncertainties based on the type of the dominant correlation corrections for a specific transition. If the correlation terms containing valence single-excitation coefficients are dominant, the omitted correlation corrections can be estimated by a scaling procedure described, for example, in Ref. [21] . In this case, we use well-defined and rather accurate procedure for the evaluation of the uncertainty of the matrix elements described in detail in [21] [22] [23] . It is based on four different all-order calculations that included two ab initio all-order calculations with (SDpT) and without (SD) the inclusion of the partial triple excitations and two calculations that included semiempirical estimate of high-order correlation corrections starting from both ab initio runs, SD sc and SDpT sc . The differences of these four values were used to estimate uncertainty in the final result for each transition and the SD scaled values are taken as final for these cases. We note that the scaling may be less reliable in Th 3+ than in other systems due to large uncertainty in the experiment ionization potential 231065(200) cm −1 [24] as scaling relies on the experimental values of the removal energies. However, ab initio SDpT results are generally already close to the final scaled values.
Unfortunately, different type of the correlation terms is dominant for a large fraction of the transitions of interest for this work (including all of the transitions containing the 5f states). In these case, the above strategy for evaluating uncertainties is expected to underestimate the uncertainties. We have developed a different approach for these cases using the study of uncertainties in a similar reference ion, Rb-like Y, where the above (scaling) procedure is expected to work well [23] . We have compared the estimated uncertainties for 60 nd − n ′ f transitions [23] with the size of the correlation corrections for the same transitions. We find that on average, the estimate uncertainty was about 7% of the correlation correction, which was calculated as the difference of the all-order and the lowest-order results. Therefore, we use 7% of the correlation correction to estimate the uncertainties as the second method for evaluating the uncertainties and list these uncertainties for transitions where the first method is not expected to produce reliable results. We note that the second method is less precise that the first one and provides a rough estimate of the accuracy. The ab initio SD data are listed as final for these transitions. An accurate benchmark reference measurement is needed to improve the accuracy estimates.
We find three cases in Table I where neither of the two methods is expected to provide accurate estimates of the uncertainties. For all three 5f − 7d transitions, the lowest order values are less than 0.1 a.u. and almost entire values come from the correlation correction. In these cases, we took 50% of the entire higher-order correction (calculated as the difference of the all-order and the third-order values) as the uncertainty. The 50% was chosen based on the comparison of the higher-order effects for other transitions with the corresponding estimates of their uncertainties carried out by the other methods.
We find that the uncertainties are 0.2-2% for most of the transitions. Larger uncertainties occur for some of the transitions with large correlation contributions such as 5f − ng. Our final results and their uncertainties are used to calculate the recommended values of the transition rates, oscillator strengths, lifetimes, and the polarizabilities as well as to evaluate the uncertainties of these results.
C. Transition rates and oscillator strengths
We combine experimental energies [12] and our final values of the best set matrix elements to calculate transition rates A and oscillator strengths f . The transition rates are calculated using
where the wavelength λ is inÅ and the line strength S = d 2 is in atomic units. Transition rates A (s −1 ) for the 60 ns − np, np − nd, nd − nf , and nf − ng transitions are given in Table II . Vacuum wavelengths obtained from experimental energies [12] are also listed for reference. The relative uncertainties of the transition rates listed in the column labeled 
and their uncertainties. The relative uncertainties are listed in column "Unc." in %. In columns λ, we list experimental data [12] . Numbers in brackets represent powers of 10. "Unc." are twice the corresponding matrix element uncertainties since the transition rates are proportional to the squares of the matrix elements. The smallest uncertainties are for the 5g − 7f transitions, while the largest ones are for the 6d − 8p and 5f − 8d transitions owing to large corresponding uncertainties in the E1 transition matrix elements. We already discussed the importance of the size of the correlation effects for the dipole matrix element uncertainties. For example, the DF value for the 5f 5/2 − 7d 3/2 transition (see Table I ) is smaller than the all-order SD value by a factor of 4. The SDpT value obtained with including partial triple excitations is larger than the SD value by 4.7% for this transition. The scaling procedure decreases both SD and SDpT values by 4.3% and 9.6%, respectively. The contributions affected by scaling are related to the correlation potential, and therefore, the values of the correlation energies for the specific state. The scaling coefficients are obtained as a ratio of the "experimental" correlation energy (obtained as the difference of the experimental values and the lowest order results) and the theoretical SD or SDpT correlation energies. Lower accuracy of the theoretical correlation energy leads to larger scaling effect owing to larger omitted correlation contribution to the matrix elements of the certain class, in particularly for weaker transition with small DF values.
We present weighted oscillator strengths gf calculated using our recommended values of reduced electric-dipole matrix elements gf final and their uncertainties in Table III. The relative uncertainties are listed in column "Unc." in %. In columns "DF", we list gf values calculated in DF approximation. In column "Expt", we list λ recommended by compilation in Ref. [12] . In column "HFR+CP", we list gf values calculated by HFR+CP method [16] . In the left column of Table III, Table III. TABLE III: Wavelengths λ (Å) and weighted oscillator strengths gf for transitions in Th IV calculated using our recommended values of reduced electric-dipole matrix elements and their uncertainties. The relative uncertainties are listed in column "Unc." in %. In columns "DF", we list f values calculated in DF approximation. In columns "Expt", we list experimental λ values [12] . In column "HFR+CP", we list f values calculated by HFR+CP method [16] . Numbers in brackets represent powers of 10. 
D. Lifetimes
We list the lifetimes of the (7 − 9)s, (7 − 8)p, (6 − 8)d, (5 − 7)f , and (5 − 6)g states in Table IV . These values are obtained using the transition rates listed in Table II . The uncertainties in the lifetime values given in parenthesis are obtained from the uncertainties in the matrix elements. The column "Unc." gives relative uncertainties of the final values in %. We also list the lifetime values calculated in DF approximation in Table IV to show the size of the correlation correction for each case.
The energies recommended by Blase and Wyart [12] are given in column "Energy". Our values are compared with the SD calculation of Ref. [14] . The difference with the present results are due to more complete inclusion of the correlation correction in the present work.
In 2012, the lifetime of the metastable 7s level has been measured to be 0.60(7) s which is in excellent agreement with out earlier prediction of 0.59 s [14] . The 7s − 6d 3/2 and 7s−6d 5/2 E2 transitions give the only significant contributions to the 7s lifetime. In this work, we have carried out additional SDpT and scaled calculations of these val- ues and obtained 7.110(47) a.u. and 9.211(59) a.u. for the 7s − 6d 3/2 and 7s − 6d 5/2 E2 reduced matrix elements, respectively. Our final value of the 7s lifetime is 0.570(8) s.
III. SCALAR AND TENSOR EXCITED STATE POLARIZABILITIES
The valence scalar α 0 (v) and tensor α 2 (v) polarizabilities of an excited state v of Th IV are given by
where C 1 (r) is a normalized spherical harmonic and the sum over nlj runs over all states with allowed electricdipole transitions to a state v [25] . The reduced matrix elements in the dominant contributions to the above sum are evaluated using out final values of the dipole matrix elements and available experimental energies [12] . The uncertainties in the polarizability contributions are obtained from the uncertainties in the matrix elements. We use theoretical SD energies and SD wave functions to evaluate terms with n < 26 in Eqs. (2) and (3). The remaining contributions to α 0 and α 2 from orbitals with 27 ≤ n ≤ 70 are evaluated in the RPA approximation since the contributions from these terms are smaller than 0.01% in all cases. These terms are grouped together as "Tail". Their uncertainty is estimated as the difference of the corresponding DF and RPA values. We note that the ng states with n > 18, nf states with n > 19, nd states with n > 20, and np, ns states with n > 21 have positive energies and provide a discrete representation of the continuum in our basis. We list the contributions to the scalar polarizabilities of the 5f j , 6d j , 7p j , and 7s states and tensor polarizabilities of the 5f j , 6d j , and 7p 3/2 states in Table V . The dominant contributions are listed separately. The remaining contributions are grouped together. For example, "nd 3/2 " contribution includes all of the nd 3/2 terms with n ≤ 26 excluding only the terms that were already listed separately.
We evaluate the contribution from the ionic core α core in the RPA and find α core = 7.75(7) a.u. We estimate uncertainty in this term to be on the order of 1% based on the comparison of the RPA values for heavier noble gases (Kr and Xe) with experiment and comparison of the ionic core RPA values for heavy ions (such as Ba 2+ ) with coupled-cluster results (see Table 4 of Ref. [26] ). Our result is in excellent agreement with the recent RESIS measurement of Th 4+ polarizability of 7.702(6) a.u. [27] . A counter term α vc compensating for excitation from the core to the valence shell which violates the Pauli principle is also evaluated in the RPA and is given in rows labelled "vc" in Table V . A difference of the DF and RPA values is taken to be its uncertainly. The core polarizability gives a very large contribution to all scalar polarizabilities, ranging from nearly 100% for the 7p 1/2 , where valence terms cancel out each other, to 20% for the 7s state. Its contribution to the ground state 5f 5/2 polarizability is 53%. For comparison, the core polarizability contributes only 6% to the total 7s ground state polarizability of Fr.
The evaluations of the α 0 and α 2 polarizabilities differ only in the angular part. Both scalar and tensor ground state valence polarizabilities are dominated by a single transition, 5f 5/2 − 6d 3/2 . It contributes 89% of the scalar valence polarizability. Its contribution (-6.21 a.u.) to the tensor polarizability is larger than the total value, since the 5f 5/2 − 6d 5/2 contributes 0.33 a.u. with the opposite sign. The continuous part of spectra is responsible for 1% of α 0 and α 2 for the 5f 5/2 state. We discuss comparison of the ground state polarizability values with RESIS experiments [11] in Section V.
The dominant contribution, 98.5%, to the α 2 (5f 7/2 ) value comes from the nd 5/2 states, particulary from the 6d 5/2 state. The contributions to the α 2 (5f 7/2 ) value from the ng 7/2 and ng 9/2 states are 0.2% and 1.7%, respectively, and have a different sign. The dominant contributions to the α 2 (6d 3/2 ) value are from the 7p 1/2 and 5f 5/2 states and they partly cancel each other. All other states contribute to the α 2 (6d 3/2 ) value only 15%. The dominant contributions to the α 2 (6d 5/2 ) value are from the 7p 3/2 and 5f 7/2 states and they nearly exactly cancel each other (to 0.1%). As a result, the α 2 (6d 5/2 ) polarizability value mainly comes from the 5f 5/2 and 6f 7/2 states. The contributions to the α 2 (7p 3/2 ) value are distributed between the 7s 1/2 , 8s, 7d 3/2 , 6d 5/2 , and 7d 5/2 states. There are very large cancelations among these five terms.
The uncertainties in the values of the 5f and 6d polarizabilities are overwhelmingly dominated by the uncertainties in the 5f −6d transitions. Accurate measurement of the 6d lifetimes would allow to significantly reduce all of the uncertainties.
IV. QUADRUPOLE MOMENT
The electric quadrupole moment Θ(γJ) of an atom in electronic state |γJ is defined as the diagonal matrix element of the q = 0 component of the electric quadrupole operator Q in a spherical basis (14) with the magnetic quantum number M J taken to be equal to its maximum value, M J = J [28] . The quadrupole moment is expressed via the reduced matrix element of the quadrupole operator as
Therefore, the calculation of the quadrupole moment of the ground state of Th IV reduces to the calculation of the diagonal matrix element of the electric-quadrupole operator. The summary of the calculations is given in Table VI , where we list the results of the lowest-order DF, thirdorder many-body perturbation theory MBPT3, and allorder SD, SDpT, and SD sc calculations. The MBPT3 (6) and MBPT3(10) columns give the third-order values calculated with l max = 6 and l max = 10, respectively. The difference of these values gives an estimate of the higher-partial wave contributions, and is added to the all-order values which were obtained with l max = 6. It contributes 1% lowering the quadrupole moment value. We can not use the difference of the ab initio and scaled all-order results to accurately estimate the uncertainty of the final value, since the correction terms affected by the scaling account for only 1/3 of the total correlation. Instead, we use the calculation of the quadrupole moments in nd states of Ca + , Sr + , and Ba + [29] , where the uncertainties could be accurately estimated. The Ca + theoretical ground state quadrupole moment [29] is in excellent agreement with a precision experiment [30] . We find that the uncertainties of theoretical values reported in [29] were about 3% of the correlation correction for Ca + and 2.3% for Ba + , while the correlation corrections contributed 25% and 17% for these ions. In the present Th IV case, the correlation contributed 35% to the ground state quadrupole moment, so we estimate that it is accurate to about 4%, yielding the final value of 0.624(14) a.u.
V. COMPARISON WITH RESIS VALUES
Binding energies of high-L Rydberg states (L ≥ 7) of Th 2+ with n = 27-29 were studied using the resonant excitation Stark ionization spectroscopy (RESIS) method in [11] . Analysis of the observed RESIS spectra led to determination of five properties of the Th 3+ ion: its electric quadrupole moment Θ in the ground state, adiabatic scalar and tensor ground state dipole polarizabilities, and the dipole matrix elements connecting the ground 5f 5/2 [11, 27] . R is the ratio of the 5f 5/2 − 6d 3/2 and 5f 5/2 − 6d 5/2 matrix elements. α mod is the polarizability with the contribution of the 5f 5/2 −6d terms subtracted out. α mod1 0 has core polarizability αcore subtracted out as well. All values are in atomic units. level to the low-lying 6d 3/2 and 6d 5/2 levels. The frequencies of the 14 well-resolved single lines were fit to determine the best values of the following parameters [11] : 5f 5/2 ||D||6d j matrix elements, Θ, and scalar and tensor polarizabilities α mod 0,2 with the contribution of the 5f 5/2 − 6d terms subtracted out. The results of the fit were used to determine full adiabatic polarizabilities α 0 and α 2 . The core polarizability α core , i.e. the polarizability of Th 4+ was determined in Ref. [27] . We list comparison of our results with RESIS data for all of these quantities in Table VII . We have already discussed the calculations of these properties and their uncertainties in the previous section, so we discuss only comparison of the results here. The present values and the RESIS fit results for the quadrupole moment Θ and 5f 5/2 ||D||6d 3/2 agree to 2σ and 1.5σ, respectively. The central values for the 5f 5/2 ||D||6d 5/2 are nearly identical. This leads to difference in ratio R of the 5f 5/2 −6d 3/2 and 5f 5/2 −6d 5/2 matrix elements. The theoretical prediction for this ratio is by far more accurate (0.6%) than the theory values of the matrix elements (4%), since the correlation corrections are very similar for the transitions involving states of the same fine-structure multiplet. We took the difference of the ratios calculated using third order MBPT and all-order methods as the uncertainty, which is rather conservative. Using our value of the ratio and RESIS 5f 5/2 − 6d 3/2 matrix element yields 0.386(4) a.u. for the 5f 5/2 − 6d 5/2 matrix element, which is shifted by 1σ from the RESIS fit value of 0.414(24) a.u.
Property
The α mod 0 value is dominated by the core polarizability, therefore, we separated it out for comparison purposes:
The theoretical value for the core polarizability is in ex-cellent agreement with the experimental value [27] . The remainder α mod1 0 disagrees significantly with the RESIS fit. Large fraction (65%) of this remainder contribution and essentially all of its uncertainty comes from the ng 7/2 terms with n > 7. Even if we add DF value for (n > 7)g 7/2 terms, 0.70 a.u. (which is an upper bound for this property since DF systematically and significantly overestimates the polarizability contributions), to the remaining contributions, we get α mod1 0 = 0.86 a.u. Therefore it is difficult to come up with a scenario in which α mod1 0 is as high as 1.97 a.u. The total theoretical α 0 and α 2 values are in agreement with RESIS values to about 2σ. It would be very interesting to see if RESIS line data can be reproduced by using only one free parameter, 5f 5/2 ||D||6d 3/2 , and allowing Θ = 0.624(14) a.u., R = 3.716(23) a.u., α core = 7.702(6) a.u., α 
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we carried out a systematic study of Frlike Th IV atomic properties for the 7s, 8s, 9s, 10s, 7p, 8p, 6d, 7d, 5f , 6f , 7f , 5g, and 6g states using highprecision relativistic all-order approach. Reduced matrix elements, oscillator strengths, transition rates, and lifetimes for the 24 first low-lying levels, ground state quadrupole moment, scalar polarizabilities of the seven first states, and tensor polarizabilities of the 5f , 6d, 7p 3/2 states are calculated. We evaluate the uncertainties of our calculations for all of the values listed in this work. Detailed comparison of the present values with RESIS experimental results [11, 27] is carried out. These calculations provide recommended values critically evaluated for their accuracy for the development of ultra precise nuclear clock, RESIS experiments with actinide ions, and other studies.
